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LABELLING SCHUBERT INTERSECTIONS IN THE
GRASSMANIAN
NOAH WHITE
Abstract. Points in the intersection of Schubert varieties are counted by
various combinatorial objects, for example standard tableaux. This paper
consider the problem of producing a natural labelling of intersection points
by these combinatorial objects. When the Schubert varieties are being taken
with respect to flags osculating at real points, several different methods have
appeared implicitly in the literature (specifically in work of Mukhin-Tarasov-
Varchenko, Speyer and Marcus). In this paper we show these various methods
produce the same labelling and we describe it in an elementary way.
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1. Introduction
Intersections of Schubert varieties in the Grassmanian provide the prototypical
examples of many phenomena in geometry, representation theory and combinatorics.
Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and Gr(r, V ), the Grassmanian
variety of r-dimensional subspaces of V . To every partition λ with at most r rows
and d = dim V columns, and a full flag F : {0} = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fd = V ,
we can associate the Schubert variety Ω(λ,F) of subspaces that meet F in a way
prescribed by λ (see Section 2.1).
The intersection theory of Schubert varieties is governed by the Littlewood-
Richardson coefficients cνλµ. For a generic choices of flags F ,G,H (and appropriate
partitions) the intersection
Ω(λ,F) ∩ Ω(µ,G) ∩ Ω(νc,H)
is a set of cνλµ points. Here ν
c is the complement partition (see Section 2.4).
The Littlewood-Richardson coefficients have a multitude of different incarnations.
They count Littlewood-Rchardson tableaux and dual equivalence classes. They count
the multiplicity of the irreducible glr-module L(ν) in the tensor product L(λ)⊗L(µ),
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and they are the structure constants of the ring of symmetric functions for the basis
of Schur polynomials.
More generally one can consider intersections of the form
Ω(λ(1),F (1)) ∩ Ω(λ(2),F (2)) ∩ · · · ∩Ω(λ(n),F (n)) ∩ Ω(µc,F (∞)) (1.1)
for a sequence of partitions λ• = (λ
(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(n)). For generic choices of flags
(and appropriate choices of partitions) this intersection will again be finite and
counted by Littlewood-Richardson coefficients cµλ• . This paper will concentrate on
the special case when λ(i) = (1) =  for all i. In that case, when µ is a partition of
n, cµ
,,..., is equal to the number of standard tableaux of shape µ (which we will
often think of as chains of shapes with terminal shape being µ).
1.1. Labelling Schubert intersections. The obvious question which arises is
whether there is a canonical bijection that realises this coincidence of numbers. In
this form, the answer to the question is no. As one varies the flags, there can
be monodromy, often the entire symmetric group will act on the fibre. However,
implicit in work over the past decade are a number of ways to realise bijections
between the above intersections and the set of standard tableaux when the flags
are chosen to be osculating flags at real numbers. In short, we aim to show these
bijections are actually the same and describe this bijection in elementary geometric
terms.
We start with a rational normal curve P1 −→ PV . For any z ∈ P1, let F(z)
be the full flag of osculating subspaces to z ∈ P1, that is, F(z)i is the unique
i-dimensional subspace of PV having maximal intersection with the curve at z.
The first bijection comes from work of Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko [MTV09a].
The authors show that the ring of functions on the scheme theoretic intersection
Ω(λ•, µ
c; z,∞) given in (1.1), with F (i) = F(zi) for a tuple of distinct complex
numbers z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn), is isomorphic to a certain commutative algebra of
operators on
L(λ•)
sing
µ =
[
L(λ(1))⊗ L(λ(2))⊗ · · · ⊗ L(λ(n))
]sing
µ
,
the space of singular (i.e. highest weight) vectors of weight µ in a tensor product of
irreducible glr-representations. If z is taken to be real such that z1 < z2 < · · · < zn,
then one can take a limit as z →∞ (in a specified way), this commutative algebra
tends to the algebra of Jucys-Murphy operators. When λ• = 
n the spectrum of
the Jucys-Murphy operators is in canonical correspondence with the set of standard
tableaux of shape µ.
The second bijection comes from the work of Speyer [Spe14]. The author con-
structs an explicit bijection between the points in (1.1) and certain cylindrical
growth diagrams. Again, there is a natural way to place these objects in bijection
with standard tableaux of shape µ.
Theorem 1.2. The bijections between Ω(n, µc; z,∞) and SYT(µ), the set of stan-
dard tableaux of shape µ, defined by Speyer and Mukhin-Tarasov-Varchenko agree.
Remark 1.3. In this paper we only consider intersections of Schubert varieties
for sequences of partitions λ• where λi =  for all i, however the question can be
asked for any sequence of partitions. The methods of this paper can be applied in
this more general setting, one only needs to understand what combinatorial objects
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should label the intersection points. If we think of a standard tableau as a chain
of partitions, one box added at a time, then the correct generalisation would be
a chain of partitions with |λi| boxes added at the ith step, as well as the data of
a dual equivalence class labelling the ith inclusion, in such a way that this dual
equivalence class is slide equivalent to λi.
1.2. An elementary description. We give an elementary description of the bijec-
tion described in Theorem 1.2. We fix an n-tuple of real numbers z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn)
such that z1 < z2 < · · · < zn. Choose a subspace in the intersection
X ∈ Ω(n, µc; z,∞).
This point depends, in particular on zn ∈ R. We analyse what happens when we
take the limit X∞ = limzn→∞X . The limit point exists since the Grassmanian is
projective.
Proposition 1.4. The limit point X∞ ∈ Gr(r, V ) is contained in the Schubert cell
Ω◦(λc;∞) for some partition λ obtained from µ by removing a single box.
In particular this shows that X∞ ∈ Ω(n−1, λc; z1, . . . , zn−1,∞) and by induc-
tion we can associate to X∞ a standard λ-tableaux S. We then associate to X the
unique standard µ-tableau which is equal to S after removing the box containing
n.
Theorem 1.5. The above process describes a bijection Ω(n, µc; z,∞) −→ SYT(µ).
Furthermore it coincides with the bijection from Theorem 1.2.
1.3. Method of proof. We will first show that Speyer’s bijection agrees with the
bijection described in Section 1.2. To make the connection with Bethe vectors we
use an intervening step, the critical points of the master function.
The master function is a certain function whose critical points give rise to Bethe
vectors and from which one can also determine the spectrum of the Gaudin Hamil-
tonians. Mukhin-Tarasov-Varchenko give a map between points in Schubert inter-
sections and critical points. We investigate the compatibility of the process outlined
in Section 1.2 with this map.
The asymptotics of critical points were investigated by Reshetikhin and Varchenko
in [RV95] and this result was exploited by Marcus [Mar10] to provide a way of la-
belling critical points by standard tableaux. We will recall this as well as the proofs
for the sake of convenience. This description will allow us to more easily compare
the MTV and Speyer labellings.
1.4. Structure of paper. In Section 2 we review the basic definitions of Schubert
varieties and outline an elementary procedure which associates a tableau to a point
in a Schubert intersection. Sections 3 and 4 then define the MTV and Speyer
labellings respectively and in Section 5 a proof is given that the Speyer labelling
coincides with the elementary labelling. Finally, in Sections 6 and 7 the technology
of the algebraic Bethe ansatz is introduced as well as Marcus’ analysis of it, this is
then used to prove that the Speyer and MTV labellings coincide.
1.5. Acknowledgements. The author thanks Iain Gordon and Arun Ram for help-
ful conversations and inspiration.
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2. Schubert intersections
In this section we give some background on intersections of Schubert varieties, the
combinatorics of standard tableaux and use this to define an elementary procedure
for labelling the points in certain intersections by standard tableaux.
2.1. Preliminaries. Let V be a d dimensional vector space and Gr(r, d) the Grass-
manian of r-planes in V . Fix a rational normal curve P1 −→ PV and for z ∈ P1
let F(z) be the full flag of subspaces of V osculating at z. For concreteness and
without loss of generality, we may choose a basis of V and identify V = Cd−1[x, y],
the space of homogeneous degree d− 1 polynomials. F([a : b]) is then the flag
(bx− ay)d−1C0[x, y] ⊂ (bx− ay)
d−2
C1[x, y] ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd−1[x, y].
We will often identify Cd[x, y] with the space C<d[u] of polynomials of degree less
than d, using the map xiyd−i 7→ ui.
Let λ be a partition with at most r rows and d− r columns. Given a flag F of
subspaces of V , the Schubert cell Ω◦(λ;F) ⊂ Gr(r, d) is the subvariety of subspaces
X such that
dim(X ∩ Fk) = # {1 ≤ s ≤ r |d− r + 1− λs ≤ k} .
The closure of Ω◦(λ;F) is denoted Ω(λ;F) and is called the Schubert variety. It is
the subvariety of subspaces X such that
dim(X ∩ Fk) ≥ # {1 ≤ s ≤ r |d− r + 1− λs ≤ k} .
If F = F(z) we denote Ω(λ;F(z)) by Ω(λ; z).
2.2. Intersections. We will generally be interested in the intersection of k Schu-
bert varieties. If λ• = (λ
(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(k)) is a sequence of partitions and z =
(z1, z2, . . . , zk) then we will use the notation
Ω(λ•; z) =
k⋂
i=1
Ω(λ(i); zi).
It is a theorem of Eisenbud and Harris [EH83] that when the zi are distinct, the
intersection Ω(λ•, z) has maximum possible codimension |λ•| =
∑k
i=1
∣∣λ(i)∣∣, where
|µ| is the size of the partition µ. This result has a strengthening as conjectured by
Shapiro-Shapiro and proved by Mukhin-Tarasov-Varchenko.
Theorem 2.1 ([MTV09b]). When z = (z1, z2, . . . , zk) is a set of distinct real points
and |λ•| = r(d − r), the intersection Ω(λ•; z) is a reduced union of real points of
Gr(r, d).
We let Xn = {z ∈ Cn |zi 6= zj} be the set of n-tuples of distinct complex num-
bers, Xn(R) the set of real points and X
<
n ⊂ Xn(R) the set of n-tuples of real
numbers z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) such that z1 < z2 < . . . < zn.
2.3. The Wronskian. Let g1(u), g2(u), . . . , gk(u) be a collection of polynomials in
the variable u. Recall the Wronskian is the determinant
Wr(g1, g2, . . . , gk) = det


g1(u) g2(u) · · · gk(u)
g′1(u) g
′
2(u) · · · g
′
k(u)
...
...
. . .
...
g
(n−1)
1 (u) g
(n−1)
2 (u) · · · g
(n−1)
k (u)

 .
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µ
µc
Figure 1. The complementary partition
Lemma 2.2. Up to a scalar factor, the Wronskian Wr(g1(u), . . . , gk(u)), depends
only on the subspace of C[u] spanned by the polynomials gi(u), and is zero if and
only if the polynomials are linearly dependant.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that the derivative is a linear operation, and
that the determinant can at most be multiplied by a scalar after applying column
operations. 
This allows us to define the Wronskian Wr : Gr(r, d)−→ P(C[u]) by Wr(X) =
Wr(f1, f2, . . . , fr) for any basis {f1, f2, . . . , fr} of X .
2.4. Standard tableaux. Given a partition µ of n, denote by SYT(µ) the set of
standard µ-tableaux, that is, the set of fillings of the diagram of shape µ using
1, 2, . . . , n with increasing rows and columns. If µ has at most r parts, and d − r
columns, then we denote by µc the partition obtained by embedding µ into the top
left of a r × (d − r) rectangle, taking the complement and rotating the resulting
shape by 180 degrees. See Figure 1. I.e.
µc = (d− r − µr, d− r − µr−1, . . . , d− r − µ1)
Repeated application of the Pieri rule and Theorem 2.1 imply that when z ∈ Xn(R)
then
#Ω(n, µc; z,∞) = #SYT(µ).
For notational simplicity we will set
Ω(z)µ = Ω(
n, µc; z,∞) = Ω(; z1) ∩ Ω(; z2) ∩ · · · ∩Ω(; zn) ∩Ω(µ
c;∞).
2.5. An explicit bijection. In this section we will describe an explicit and elemen-
tary way to realise the numerical coincidence above as a bijection Ω(z)µ −→ SYT(µ).
Fix an n-tuple of real numbers z ∈ X<n and fix a subspace X ∈ Ω(z)µ. We will
associate to it a standard µ-tableaux. We will do this by induction on n.
For n = 1, there is a single point in Ω(,c; z,∞) and a single -tableaux so
the labelling is completely determined. For n > 1 let X ∈ Ω(z)µ. We fix the first
n − 1 marked points at z1, . . . , zn−1, the last marked point at ∞ and let the nth
marked point vary in the following sense.
Let z(s) = (z1, z2, . . . , zn−1, s), then we have the family Ω(z(s))µ over Pn =
R−{z1, z2, . . . , zn−1}. Let X(s) be a local section of Ω(z(s))µ such that X(zn) = X .
Let
X∞ = lim
s→∞
pX(s) ∈ Gr(r, d),
where p is the projection to Gr(r, d).
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Lemma 2.3. The limit point X∞ exists and is contained in Ω
◦(λc,∞) for some
partition λ ⊂ µ such that |λ|+ 1 = |µ|. In particular
X∞ ∈ Ω(z1, z2, . . . , zn−1)λ.
Proof. Since the Grassmanian is projective, X∞ must exist and since a Schubert
variety is a union of smaller Schubert cells,
Ω(µc;∞) =
⊔
ν⊇µc
Ω◦(ν;∞),
we must have that X∞ ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞) for some partition λ such that λc ⊇ µc, or
equivalently, such that λ ⊆ µ.
Since each of the varieties Ω(; zi) is closed, X∞ must lie in the intersection
Ω(z1, z2, . . . , zn−1)λ = Ω(
n−1, λc; z1, . . . , zn−1,∞). However this is empty unless
|λ| ≥ n− 1. Hence either λ = µ or λ is obtained by removing a single box from µ.
To decide whether |λ| = n or n−1 we use the Wronskian. By [MTV09a, Lemma 4.2]
Wr(X(s))(u) = (u− s)
n−1∏
a=1
(u− za).
By continuity, Wr(X∞) =
∏n−1
a=1 (u − za). It is straightforward to see from the
definition that if Y ∈ Ω◦(νc;∞) then degWr(Y ) = |ν|. We have shown that
Wr(X∞) = n− 1 so therefore |λ| = n− 1. 
Summarising, X∞ ∈ Ω(z1, . . . , zn−1)λ and |λ| = n − 1. Thus by induction we
can assign a standard λ-tableau to X∞. Let this tableau be T
′. Let T(X) be the
unique, standard µ-tableaux which is T ′ upon restriction to λ ⊂ µ.
Theorem 2.4. The map T : Ω(z)µ−→SYT(µ);X 7→ T(X) is a bijection.
We will prove this theorem by showing that it coincides with two maps, each of
which is known to be a bijection.
3. The MTV labelling
Now we describe a labelling of the points of Ω(z)µ by standard tableaux implicit
in the work of Mukhin-Tarasov-Varchenko using the spectrum of Bethe algebras
which the aforementioned authors have identified with intersections of Schubert
varieties. The idea is that these algebras degenerate to the algebra of Jucys-Murphy
operators in a certain limit.
3.1. Bethe algebras. Let glr be the general linear Lie algebra and glr[t] the cur-
rent algebra of glr-valued polynomials in t. For an element g ∈ glr, let g(u) =∑
s≥0 gt
su−s−1 be a formal power series with values in U(glr[t]). The differential
operator D = det (δij∂u − eji(u)) is defined by expansion along the first column
and can be expended in powers of ∂u
D =
r∑
i=0
∑
s≥0
Bisu
−s∂r−iu , for Bis ∈ U(glr[t]).
the universal Bethe algebra is the subalgebra A ⊆ U(glr[t]) generated by the co-
efficients Bis. The algebra A is a commutative subalgebra of U(glr[t])
glr , i.e. it
commutes with U(glr) ⊂ U(glr[t]) (see [MTV06, Proposition 8.2 and 8.3]).
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Given a glr-module M and z ∈ C, let M(z) be the glr[t]-module where t acts as
multiplication by z. Let L(λ) be the finite dimensional, irreducible, highest-weight
module for glr, corresponding to the partition λ. Then for a tuple of distinct
complex numbers z ∈ Xn, and a tuple of partitions λ• = (λ(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(n)), the
algebra A acts on
L(λ•; z)
sing
µ =
[
L(λ(1))(z1)⊗ L(λ
(2))⊗ · · · ⊗ L(λ(n))(zn)
]sing
µ
,
the space of highest-weight vectors of weight µ in the tensor product. We will be
mostly interested in the case λ• = 
n in which case we will denote the above space
by L(z)singµ . The image of A in End(L(z)
sing
µ ) will be denoted A(z)µ.
3.2. The spectrum and the Gaudin Hamiltonians. The spectrum of the al-
gebra A(z)µ will be denoted A(z)µ. Let V = L(), then L(z)µ ∼= [V ⊗n]singµ as a
U(glr)
⊗n-module. Define operators
Ha(z) =
∑
b6=a
(a, b)
za − zb
for 1 ≤ a ≤ n,
where (a, b) is the transposition swapping the ath and bth tensor factors of V ⊗n.
The symmetric group Sn acts on V
⊗n and preserves the subspace Sµ = [V
⊗n]singµ
which is a copy of the irreducible Sn-module corresponding to the partition µ.
Theorem 3.1 ([MTV10, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3]). For generic z ∈ Xn
(including all real z ∈ Xn(R)),
(1) the algebra A(z)µ is generated by the operators Ha(z), and
(2) the algebra A(z)µ has simple spectrum, that is, A(z)µ is a reduced set of
dimSµ = #SYT(µ) points.
The coincidence of #A(z)µ = #SY T in the above theorem can again be realised
using a limiting process. Let z ∈ X<n . Choose a path z(t) = (z1(t), z2(t), . . . , zn(t)) ∈
X<n such that
(1) z(1) = z,
(2) limt→∞ zi(t) =∞, and
(3) limt→∞ zi(t)/zi+1(t) = 0.
Then, in this limit limt→∞ za(t)Ha((z(t))) = La =
∑
b<a(a, b), the a
th Jucys-
Murphy operator on Sµ. These operators are well known to have simple spectrum
on Sµ, and their spectrum can be canonically identified with SYT(µ) in the following
way. If v ∈ Sµ is a joint eigenvector such that Lav = cav, then we associate to
the eigenspace Cv the unique standard tableau T where the box containing a has
content ca. Thus we obtain a bijection by parallel transport
p : A(z)µ −→ JMµ ∼= SYT(µ)
where JMµ is the joint spectrum of the Jucys-Murphy operators on Sµ. Since the
parameter space is contractible, this does not depend on the choice of path.
3.3. Isomorphism to Schubert intersections. Let χ ∈ A(z)µ be a closed point
and identify this with a functional χ :A(z)µ−→C. Consider the differential operator
on C[u] given by
χ(D) =
r∑
i=0
∑
s≥0
χ(Bis)u
−s∂r−iu
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and denote the kernel of this operator by Xχ = kerχ(D). By [MV04, Lemma 5.6]
Xχ is an r-dimensional subspace of Cd[u] and moreover Xχ ∈ Ω(z)µ ⊂ Gr(r, d).
Theorem 3.2 ([MTV09a, Theorem 5.13]). The map κz :A(z)µ−→Ω(z)µ given by
κz(χ) = Xχ = kerχ(D) is an isomorphism of schemes.
For real z such that z1 < z2 < · · · < zn, we obtain a bijection TMTV : Ω(z)µ−→
SYT(µ) by TMTV = p ◦ κ−1z .
4. Speyer’s labelling
A third labelling of Ω(z)µ is present in the work of Speyer [Spe14]. The definition
is somewhat involved and is described below in as much detail as will be needed
later. One important point is that Speyer in fact describes many possible labellings
and we choose one that is natural in a particular sense explained later.
4.1. Speyer’s flat families. LetM0,k be the moduli space of stable rational curves
with k marked points. It has a dense open set M0,k consisting of those curves
with a single irreducible component. Fix a curve C ∈ M0,k with marked points
(z1, z2, . . . , zk) and a three element set A = {1 ≤ i0 < i1 < i∞ ≤ k}. Let φA(C) :
P1 −→ P1 be the unique isomorphism such that φA(C)(zi0 ) = 0, φA(C)(zi1 ) = 1,
and φA(C)(zi∞) = ∞. For each three element set A, we denote a copy of the
Grassmanian Gr(r, d)A = Gr(r, d). The map φA(C) induces an isomorphism
φA(C) : Gr(r, d) −→ Gr(r, d)A
by [x : y] 7→ φA(C)([x : y]). Speyer’s family G(r, d) is the closure of the image of
M0,k ×Gr(r, d) M0,k ×
∏
#A=3Gr(r, d)A
(C,X) (C, φA(C)(X)).
The product runs over all three element subsets of [k]. Given a sequence of
partitions λ• = (λ
(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(k)) we also define the family S(λ•) = G(r, d) ∩⋂
a∈AΩ(λ
(a); za).
Theorem 4.1 ([Spe14]). The families G(r, d) and S(λ•) are flat and Cohen-Macauley
over M0,k. Furthermore, if |λ•| = r(d− r) then S(λ•)(R) are a topological covering
of M0,k(R).
Speyer makes a detailed analysis of the fibres of these families which we sum-
marise here. Given a curve C ∈M0,k, a node labelling for C is a function ν which
assigns to every pair (Ci, d) of an irreducible component of C, and a node x ∈ Ci,
a partition ν(Ci, x) with at most r rows and d − r columns in such a way that if
x ∈ Ci ∩ Cj then ν(Ci, x)c = ν(Cj , x). Denote the set of node labellings by NC .
Let Ci ⊂ C be an irreducible component. For a ∈ [k], let di(a) ∈ Ci be either
the point marked by a if it is on Ci, or the node by which the marked point is
connected to Ci. For a three element set A = {a0, a1, a∞} ⊂ [k] define a map
φA,i :P
1 −→ P1 that maps di(a0) to 0, di(a1) to 1 and di(a∞) to ∞. We also
have an associated map φA,i : Gr(r, d) −→ Gr(r, d)A. We obtain an embedding
Gr(r, d) →֒
∏
#di(A)=3
Gr(r, d)A given by X 7→ (φA,i(X))A, where the product is
over all three element sets A ⊂ [k], such that #di(A) = 3. Denote the image by
Gr(r, d)Ci . We will use notation of the form Ω(λ; z)Ci ⊂ Gr(r, d)Ci .
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Theorem 4.2 ([Spe14]). For a stable curve C ∈M0,k with irreducible components
C1, C2, . . . , Cl the fibres of the families G(r, d) and S(λ•) are given by
G(r, d)(C) =
⋃
ν∈NC
∏
i
⋂
d∈Di
Ω(ν(Ci, d); d)Ci ,
S(λ•)(C) =
⋃
ν∈NC
∏
i

 ⋂
d∈Di
Ω(ν(Ci, d), d)Ci ∩
⋂
p∈Pi
Ω(λ(p), p)Ci

 ,
where Di is the set of nodes on the component Ci and Pi is the set of marked points
on Ci.
4.2. Labelling the fibre. Now we set k = n+1 and λ• = (
n, µc) for a partition
µ, of n. Fix z ∈ X<n and identify this with the stable curve C with marked points
z1, z2, . . . , zn,∞ on a single irreducible component. Curves of this type form a
connected component O ⊂ M0,n+1(R) ⊂ M0,n+1(R). We will use the covering
S(n, µ)(R) of M0,n+1(R) to label the points of Ω(z)µ by SYT(µ). At the point C,
the fibre of S(n, µc) is isomorphic to Ω(z)µ by construction.
For 1 ≤ q < n, choose a generic point Cq ∈ M0,n+1(R), in the boundary of
this connected component, where the points marked by 1, 2, . . . , q are on a single
irreducible component and the points marked by q+1, q+2, . . . , n,∞ on the second
component. Now choose any path in O, from C to Cq and consider the unique lift
of this path to S(n, µc)(R) starting at X . By Theorem 4.2, the endpoint of
this path over Cq determines a node labelling ν of Cq. Let C
′
q be the irreducible
component containing the pint marked by ∞ and d ∈ C′q, the unique nodal point.
Let µq = ν(C
′
q , d). Speyer shows that µq ⊂ µq+1 and that |µq| = q. Let TSp(X) be
the standard µ-tableau determined by the inclusions
∅ ⊂ µ1 ⊂ µ2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ µn−1 ⊂ µ.
Speyer also shows the resulting map TSp : Ω(z)µ−→SYT(µ) is a bijection.
Remark 4.3. In fact Speyer constructs a bijection to a slightly different combina-
torial set: the set of dual equivalence growth diagrams of a certain shape. These
objects are in bijection with standard tableaux, however there is a choice involved
that is not entirely natural. The choice we have made above is the only one for
which Theorem 1.2 is true and it is natural in this sense.
4.3. Associahedra. The varietyM0,k(R) is a CW-complex and is tiled by associa-
hedra of dimension k−3. For example, when k = 5, the varietyM0,5(R) is tiled by 2-
associahedra, i.e. by pentagons. For each connected componentO ⊂M0,n+1(R), its
closure O ⊂M0,k(R) is such an associahedron. We can lift this CW-structure and
the tiling to S(λ•)(R). The connected components ofM0,k(R), and thus the associa-
hedra tilingM0,k(R) are labelled by circular orderings of 1, 2, . . . , k. If Θ ⊂M0,k(R)
is the associahedron corresponding to curves where the points marked by 1, 2, . . . , k
are in increasing order, then we denote by Θpq the facet of Θ determined by curves
with two irreducible components and where the points marked by p, p+1, . . . , q− 1
are on one of these components. Since each associahedron is simply connected, the
process described in Section 4.2 shows that the associahedra in S(n, µc) lying
above Θ ⊂M0,n+1(R) are labelled by SYT(µ).
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5. Agreement with elementary labelling
In this section we prove that that the labellings of Ω(z)µ described in Sections 2
and 4 agree. The proof proceeds by directly checking Speyer’s definition is compat-
ible with the limiting process from Section 2.5.
5.1. Levinson result. First, we briefly outline a result of Levinson [Lev17] that
will be used in Section 5.2. Recall that S(λ•,) is a subvariety of M0,n+1 ×∏
AGr(r, d)A, where A ranges over three element subsets of [n + 1]. Let π be the
projection onto
∏
A⊂[n]Gr(r, d)A. That is π projects onto those Grassmanians for
subsets A which do not contain n+ 1.
Suppose |λ•| = r(d − r) − 1 and let cn+1 :M0,n+1 −→M0,n be the contraction
map at the point marked by n + 1 (forgetting the point marked by n + 1 and
contracting any unstable irreducible components). The morphism cn+1 allows us
to think of S(λ•,) as a family over M0,n(C) (rather than M0,n+1(C)).
Theorem 5.1 ([Lev17, Theorem 2.8]). The map π produces an isomorphism onto
S(λ•) and we have the following commutative diagram,
S(λ•,) S(λ•)
M0,n+1(C) M0,n(C).
pi
cn+1
Thus π is an isomorphism of families over M0,n(C).
5.2. The labellings agree. We show in this section that the labelling of points
described in Section 2.5 coincides with Speyer’s labelling, that is T = TSp. For clarity
of exposition, the bulk of the proof is organised into a series of lemmas below. Let
X ∈ Ω(z)µ and let T = TSp(X) ∈ SYT(µ). We will use the notation X(s), X∞ ∈
Gr(r, d) from Section 2.5. We use T |n−1 to denote the tableaux obtained from T
by removing the box containing n. We let Ω(n, µc) −→M0,n+1 be the finite map
whose fibre over the point z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn,∞) is Ω(z)µ.
Lemma 5.2. Let λ = sh(T |n−1), then X∞ = lims→∞X(s) ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞).
Proof. Let ιµ be the inclusion Ω(
n, µc) →֒ S(n, µc). That is, for (C,X) a point
of Ω(n, µc) ⊆M0,n+1 ×Gr(r, d),
ιµ(C,E) = (φA(C)(E))A⊂[n+1].
If p is the projection Ω(n, µc) → Gr(r, d) and p{1,2,3} is the map S(
n, µc) →
Gr(r, d) defined by p{1,2,3}(C, (EA)) = φ{1,2,3}(C)
−1(E{1,2,3}), then we have a com-
mutative diagram
Gr(r, d)
Ω(n, µc) S(n, µc)
M0,n+1 M0,n+1.
ιµ
p
p{1,2,3}
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Gr(r, d)
Ω(n, µc) S(n, µc) S(n−1, µc) S(n−1, λc) Ω(n, λc)
M0,n+1 M0,n+1 M0,n M0,n M0,n
ιµ
p
pi
p{1,2,3}
ζ ιλ
p′
Figure 2. The relationship between various projections
Let C be the stable curve with marked points z and C(s) the family of stable
curves with marked points (z1, . . . , zn−1, s,∞), so C = C(zn). We have
X∞ = lim
s→∞
p(C(s), X(s))
= lim
s→∞
p{1,2,3}ιµ(C(s), X(s))
= p{1,2,3}Y,
where Y = lims→∞ ιµ(C(s), X(s)).
The point Y lies over the stable curve lims→∞ C(s), which has two components,
C1 with marked points z1, z2, . . . , zn−1 and a node at∞, and C2 with marked points
at 1 and ∞ and a node at 0. Thus by Theorem 4.2,
Y ∈ Ω(n−1, λc; z1, . . . , zn−1,∞)C1 × Ω(λ,, µ
c; 0, 1,∞)C2.
The partition λ appearing in the node labelling must be sh(T |n−1) since we assumed
T = TSp(X). Now p{1,2,3} is simply projection onto the first factor and is an
isomorphism onto Gr(r, d) soX∞ = p{1,2,3}Y ∈ Ω(λ
c;∞). HoweverX∞ /∈ Ω(νc;∞)
for any ν such that |ν| < |λ| and so we must have that X∞ ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞). 
Our aim will now be to calculate the Speyer labelling of the point X∞ in
S(n−1, λc). However we only have information about the labelling of the points
X(s) in S(n, µc). To relate these two covering spaces we will use Theorem 5.1.
With this theorem we produce the large commutative diagram in Figure 2.
In Figure 2 ιµ is the inclusion Ω(
n, µc) →֒ S(n, µc) described above. The
inclusion ιλ is defined similarly. The morphism π is the isomorphism appearing
in Theorem 5.1 and the inclusion ζ is induced by the inclusion of Ω(λc;∞) into
Ω(µc;∞).
Lemma 5.3. Let Y = lims→∞ ιµ(C(s), X(s)), and let C∞ be the stable curve with
marked points (z1, z2, . . . , zn−1,∞) (the component C1 as in the proof of Lemma 5.2).
Then
Y = π−1ζιλ(C∞, X∞).
Proof. We will show p{1,2,3}πY = p{1,2,3}ζιλ(C∞, X∞). Since p{1,2,3} is injective
on fibres, this is enough to prove the Lemma. This amounts to tracing X∞ around
the diagram. By commutativity of the diagram,
p{1,2,3}ζιλ(C∞, X∞) = p
′(C∞, X∞) = X∞.
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Now
p{1,2,3}πY = p{1,2,3}π lim
s→∞
ιµ(C(s), X(s))
= lim
s→∞
p{1,2,3}πιµ(C(s), X(s))
= lim
s→∞
p(C(s), X(s)) = X∞. 
Lemma 5.4. Let Θ be the associahedron in S(|ν|, νc) labelled by S ∈ SYT(ν). For
generic E ∈ Θ1q
p{1,2,3}E ∈ Ω
◦(τc;∞),
where τ = sh(S|q).
Proof. This is a direct application of the Theorem 4.2, which says if E is generic
then
E ∈ Ω(q, τc;u1, . . . , uq,∞)C1 × Ω(τ,
|ν|−q, νc; 0, uq+1, . . . , u|ν|,∞)C2 .
Then p{1,2,3} is projection onto the first factor. 
Remark 5.5. The proof of Lemma 5.4 shows in fact we can make the stronger
assumption that E is a generic point of Θ1p ∩Θ1q as long as p ≥ q.
Lemma 5.6. Let Θ be the (n − 2)-associahedron in S(n, µc) labelled by T and
let Θ˜ be the (n − 3)-associahedron in S(n−1, λc) containing ιλ(X∞, C∞). Then
π−1ζ(Θ˜) = Θ1n.
Proof. Since the maps downstairs in Figure 2 are all cell maps, the maps upstairs
must also be cell maps. Hence π−1ζ(Θ˜) must be Θ′ij , the face of some (n − 2)-
associahedron Θ′ in S(n, µc). Thus Θ′ij must contain the point π
−1ζιλ(C∞, X∞).
By Lemma 5.3
π−1ζιλ(C∞, X∞) = Y = lim
s→∞
ιµ(C(s), X(s)).
We know ιµ(C(s), X(s)) ∈ Θ so Y ∈ Θ1n. Hence Θ′ij = Θ1n. 
Lemma 5.7. TSp(X∞) = T |n−1.
Proof. To show the equality we must show the point X∞ is labelled by the tableau
T |n−1. That means we must show, for each 2 < q < n and a generic point E ∈ Θ˜1q,
that p{1,2,3}E ∈ Ω
◦(τc;∞) for τ = sh(T |q). By commutativity of Figure 2
p{1,2,3}E = p{1,2,3}π
−1ζ(E).
Lemma 5.6 tells us π−1ζ(Θ˜1q) = Θ1q ∩Θ1n. Since X ∈ Θ and TSp(X) = T (which
means Θ is the (n − 2)-associahedron labelled by T ) and π−1ζ(E) is generic, we
must have that p{1,2,3}π
−1ζ(E) ∈ Ω◦(τc,∞). 
Theorem 5.8. We have that TSp = T. That is, if X ∈ Ω(n, µc; z,∞) then the
processes described in Sections 2.5 and 4.2 produce the same tableau.
Proof. According to Lemma 5.2X∞ = lims→∞X(s) ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞). Let T = TSp(X).
Now Lemma 5.7 tells us TSp(X∞) = T |n−1. This means the tableau T(X) is a
tableau of shape µ whose restriction to n− 1 is T |n−1. However the unique tableau
satisfying these properties is T . 
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6. The algebraic Bethe Ansatz
Along with Bethe algebras and Schubert intersections, there is a third impor-
tant player in the story, the critical points of the master function. The relationship
between these three objects has been studied extensively by Mukhin, Tarasov and
Varchenko, see for example [MTV12]. Critical points have a labelling by standard
tableaux in a similar way to points in the spectrum of Bethe algebras (see Sec-
tion 3.2), this is described by Marcus [Mar10] and for the sake of convenience we
recall the proof of this result. This will be used to finally identify the MTV and
Speyer labellings.
6.1. Notation. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of glr (so h is the algebra of diag-
onal matrices). Let (·, ·) denote the trace form on glr (i.e. the normalised Killing
form). Let hi = eii − ei+1,i+1 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Let εi ∈ h∗ be the dual vector
to eii and αi = εi − εi+1 the dual vector to hi. With this notation the trace form,
transported to h∗, has the following values,
(εi, εj) = δij , (6.1)
(αi, αj) =


2 if i = j
−1 if |i− j| = 1
0 if |i− j| > 1.
(6.2)
We identify a partition λ with at most r parts, with the glr-weight
∑
λ(i)εi.
6.2. The master function and critical points. Let z ∈ Xn be complex param-
eters, λ• = (λ
(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of partitions and let µ be a partition
such that |µ| = |λ•|. We also require that there exist non-negative integers li such
that µ =
∑
s λ
(s)−
∑r−1
i=1 liαi. This last requirement ensures µ appears as a weight
in L(λ•). We let t
(j)
i be a set of complex variables for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 and
j = 1, 2, . . . , li.
The master function is the rational function
Φ(λ•, µ; z, t) = Φ(z, t) =
∏
1≤a<b≤n
(za − zb)
(λa,λb)
n∏
a=1
r−1∏
i=1
li∏
j=1
(za − t
(j)
i )
−(λa,αi)
∏
(i,a)<(j,b)
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
j )
(αi,αj).
The ordering (i, a) < (j, b) is taken lexicographically. Let S = logΦ. The Bethe
ansatz equations are given by the system of rational functions,
∂S
∂t
(j)
i
=
∂
∂t
(j)
i
logΦ(z, t) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , li. (6.3)
A solution to the Bethe ansatz equations is called a critical point. We say a critical
point t = (t
(j)
i ) is nondegenerate if the Hessian of S,
Hess(S) = det
(
∂S
∂t
(a)
i ∂t
(b)
)
(i,a),(j,b)
,
evaluated at t is invertible.
Let m = l1+ l2+ . . .+ lr−1. The Bethe ansatz equations are rational functions on
Xn×Cm, regular away from the finite collection of hyperplanes given by t
(a)
i −t
(b)
j =
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0. Let C˜(λ•)µ denote the vanishing set of the Bethe ansatz equations, considered as a
family overXn. Let Sl be the product of symmetric groups Sl1×Sl2×· · ·Slr−1 ⊂ Sm,
which acts on Cm by permuting the coordinates t
(j)
i with the same lower index.
Using (6.1),
∏
(i,a)<(j,b)
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
j )
(αi,αj) =
r−2∏
i=1
li∏
a=1
li+1∏
b=1
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
i+1)
−1
r−1∏
i=1
∏
1≤a<b≤li
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
i )
2.
Thus Φ(z, t) is invariant under the action of Sl. The quotient C˜(λ•)µ/Sl will be
denoted C(λ•)µ and the open subset of nondegenerate critical points C(λ•)nondegµ .
Let P∞ = PC[u] be the infinite dimensional projective space associated to the
polynomial ring. We think of P∞ as the space of monic polynomials. For any
a ∈ N, there is an embedding Ca/Sa →֒ P∞ given by sending the orbit of a point
(t1, . . . , ta) ∈ Ca to the unique monic polynomial of degree a, with roots t1, . . . , ta.
We will identify C(λ•)µ with its image in Xn × (P∞)r−1 and denote the tuple of
monic polynomials associated to a critical point t = (t
(j)
i ) by y
t = (yt1, . . . , y
t
r−1).
To be clear, this means if t = (t
(j)
i ) is a solution of the Bethe ansatz equations (6.3),
then yti is a monic polynomial in u, with roots t
(1)
i , t
(2)
i , . . . , t
(li)
i . Let pλ•,µ denote
the projection C(λ•)µ → Xn. Denote the fibre of C(λ•)µ over z ∈ Xn by C(λ•; z)µ.
Theorem 6.4 ([MTV12, Theorem 6.1]). There exists a function, called the uni-
versal weight function, ω :Xn × Cm/Sl −→ L(λ•)µ such that, for a critical point
t = (t
(j)
i ) in C(λ•; z)µ, then
(1) ω(z, t) ∈ L(λ•)singµ ,
(2) the critical point t is nondegenerate if and only if ω(z, t) is nonzero,
(3) if t′ ∈ C(λ•; z)µ is a critical point distinct from t, and both are nondegener-
ate then ω(z, t) and ω(z, t′) are linearly independent,
(4) ω(z, t) is a simultaneous eigenvector for A(λ•; z)µ, and
(5) the eigenvalue of Ha(z) acting on ω(z, t) is
∂S
∂za
(z, t).
6.3. Examples of the Bethe ansatz equations. Below are some examples of
the Bethe ansatz equations in simple cases. Explicitly, in full generality, the Bethe
ansatz equations are
∂S
∂t
(j)
i
= −
n∑
a=1
(αi, λa)
1
t
(j)
i − za
+
∑
(k,a) 6=(i,j)
(αi, αk)
1
t
(j)
i − t
(a)
k
= 0. (6.5)
Example 6.6. In the case n = 1, with λ• = (λ), the only choice for µ is µ = λ.
Thus li = 0 for all i, the variable t is simply an empty variable. The master
function becomes Φ(z, t) = 1. The Bethe ansatz equations in this case are vacuously
satisfied and there is a single unique critical point t∅ (the empty critical point).
The polynomial y
t∅
i is the unique monic polynomial with no roots, i.e. the constant
polynomial 1. Thus C(λ; z)µ ⊂ (P∞)r−1 is a single point.
Example 6.7. In this paper we will be primarily interested in the case λi =  = ε1
for all i. In this case |µ| = n. Since the highest possible weight in V ⊗n is (n) = nε1,
the integer li is the number of boxes in µ sitting strictly below the i
th row.
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In this case (ε1, ε1) = 1, and (αi, ε1) = δ1,i. Thus the master function becomes
Φ(z, t) =
∏
1≤a<b≤n
(za − zb)
n∏
a=1
l1∏
j=1
(t
(1)
j − za)
−1
r−2∏
i=1
li∏
a=1
li+1∏
b=1
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
i+1)
−1
r−1∏
i=1
∏
1≤a<b≤li
(t
(a)
i − t
(b)
i )
2.
Example 6.8. Next consider the special case when n = 2, so λ• = (λ
(1), λ(2)) for
some partitions λ(1) and λ(2). Let z = (z1, z2). Make a change of variables
s
(j)
i =
t
(j)
i − z1
z2 − z1
.
In these new variables, the Bethe ansatz equations become
0 =
∂S
∂s
(j)
i
∂s
(j)
i
∂t
(j)
i
=

− (λ1, αi)
s
(j)
i
−
(λ2, αi)
s
(j)
i − 1
+
∑
(k,a) 6=(i,j)
(αi, αk)
s
(j)
i − s
(a)
k

 1
z2 − z1
,
which can be rearranged to
(λ1, αi)
s
(j)
i
+
(λ2, αi)
s
(j)
i − 1
=
∑
(k,a) 6=(i,j)
(αi, αk)
s
(j)
i − s
(a)
k
, (6.9)
and thus do not depend on z1 and z2. These are the transformed bethe ansatz
equations. The set of (orbits of) solutions of (6.9) is denoted S(λ(1), λ(2))µ.
Consider the special case, when λ1 = λ and λ2 = . By the Pieri rule, for the
µ-weight space to be nonzero, µ must be obtained from λ by adding a single box.
Suppose the box is added in row e. Then li = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , e − 1 and li = 0
otherwise. Setting si = s
(1)
i for i = 1, 2, . . . , e− 1, equation (6.9) can be rewritten,
(λ1, αi)
si
+
δ1i
si − 1
=
δi1 − 1
si − si−1
+
δ(i+1)e − 1
si − si+1
. (6.10)
Proposition 6.11 ([Mar10, Lemma 7.2]). There is a unique solution to the trans-
formed Bethe ansatz equations (6.10), that is S(λ,)µ is a single point. In partic-
ular
s1 = 1−
(
λ(1) − c
)−1
, (6.12)
where c is the content of the box µ \ λ.
6.4. Asymptotics of critical points and Marcus’ labelling. Later, we will
need a result about the asymptotics of critical points as we send the parameters to
infinity. Reshetikhin and Varchenko [RV95] explain how to glue two nondegenerate
critical points to obtain a critical point for a larger master function with parameters
z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn+k). Their theorem allows one to track the analytic continuation
of this new critical point as we send the parameters zn+1, . . . , zn+k to infinity and
shows that asymptotically we recover the two critical points we started with. The
set up for the theorem is the following data, two sequences of partitions,
• λ• = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn), and
• λ′• = (λ
′
1, λ
′
2, . . . , λ
′
k).
Three additional partitions,
• ν =
∑
i λi −
∑
j ajαj ,
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• ν′ =
∑
i λ
′
i −
∑
j bjαj , and
• µ = ν + ν′ −
∑
j cjαj =
∑
i λi +
∑
i λ
′
i −
∑
j(aj + bj + cj)αj ,
for nonnegative integers aj , bj and cj. Two nondegenerate critical points
• u = (u
(j)
i ) ∈ C(λ•; z)
nondeg
ν , and
• v = (v
(j)
i ) ∈ C(λ
′
•;x)
nondeg
ν′ ,
for complex points, z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) and x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk); and finally a
solution, s = (s
(j)
i ) ∈ S(ν, ν
′)µ, to the transformed Bethe ansatz equations (6.9).
Theorem 6.13 ([RV95, Theorem 6.1]). In the limit when zn+1, zn+2, . . . , zn+k are
sent to ∞ in such a way that zn+i − zn+1 remain finite for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, there
exists a unique nondegenerate critical point t = (t
(j)
i ) ∈ C(λ•, λ
′
•; z)
nondeg
µ such that
asymptotically, the critical point has the form
t
(j)
i (z) =


u
(j)
i (z1, . . . , zn) +O(z
−1
n+1) if 1 ≤ j ≤ ai,
s
(j)
i zn+1 +O(1) if ai < j ≤ ai + ci,
v
(j)
i (x1, . . . , xk) + zn+1 +O(z
−1
n+1) if ai + ci < j ≤ ai + bi + ci,
where xi = zn+i − zn+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
Corollary 6.14. Let t, u, v and s be as in Theorem 6.13. Taking a limit zn+i →∞
such that zn+i − zn+1 is bounded, (which we denote limz→∞) we have
lim
z→∞
yt = yu.
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 6.13 to the definition of yt. 
We restrict our attention to critical points for z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) and n-tuple
of distinct real numbers such that z1 < z2 < . . . < zn. In the limit when
z1, z2, . . . , zn →∞ such that zi = o(zi+1), Marcus, [Mar10], describes a method to
label critical points in C(n; z)µ by standard µ-tableaux. Marcus’ theorem is re-
called below, along with the proof. Recall, if T ∈ SYT(µ) then T |n−1 is the tableaux
obtained by removing the box containing n from T .
Theorem 6.15 ([Mar10, Theorem 6.1]). Given a standard tableaux, T , of shape µ,
there is a unique critical point tT ∈ C(
n; z)µ such that, if we set y
T = ytT , then
lim
zn→∞
yT = yT |n−1 , (6.16)
and taking the limit z1, z2, . . . , zn such that |zi| << |zi+1|, asymptotically
za
∂S
∂za
∼ cT (i) +O(z
−1
i ). (6.17)
Proof. We will prove this by induction on n. For n = 1, the only partition is  and
thus there is a unique tableau T . From Example 6.6 we know C(; z) contains a
unique critical point, the empty critical point t∅ and we simply set tT = t∅. Thus
yT = 1. The equations (6.16) and (6.17) are vacuously satisfied.
For general n, we will use Theorem 6.13 to inductively build a critical point cor-
responding to T ∈ SYT(µ). Let λ = sh(T |n−1), the partition obtained by removing
the box labelled n in T , from µ. By induction, there is a unique critical point
tT |n−1 ∈ C(
n−1; z1, . . . , zn−1)λ. To build a critical point in C(n; z)µ, we need to
fix a critical point in C(; 0), and a transformed critical point in S(λ,)µ. The
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former contains only the empty critical point and the latter contains a unique point
s = (s1, . . . , se−1) (where e is the row containing n in T ) by Proposition 6.11, where
s1 = 1−
(
λ(1) − cT (n)
)−1
. (6.18)
Thus, given tT |n−1 , and the data of where to add an n
th box to T |n−1, we obtain
by Theorem 6.13 a unique critical point tT ∈ C(n; z)µ. By Corollary 6.14 we
obtain (6.16).
All that is left to do is to prove (6.17). This will also be done by induction. We
need to investigate the eigenvalues
za
∂S
∂za
=
∑
b6=a
za
za − zb
−
|µ|−µ(1)∑
j=1
za
za − t
(j)
1
,
of the operators zaHa(z). Suppose first that a < n, then
za
∂S
∂za
=
∑
b6=a
b<n
za
za − zb
−
|µ|−µ(1)−δe>1∑
j=1
za
za − t
(j)
1
+
za
za − zn
−
δe>1za
za − t
(|µ|−µ(1))
1
.
But in the limit za/(za− zn) ∼ 0 and by Theorem 6.13 t
(|µ|−µ(1))
1 ∼ s1zn+O(1) so
za
∂S
∂za
∼
∑
b6=a
b<n
za
za − zb
−
|µ|−µ(1)−δe>1∑
j=1
za
za − t
(j)
1
=
∑
b6=a
b<n
za
za − zb
−
|λ|−λ(1)∑
j=1
za
za − t
(j)
1
= za
∂S′
∂za
,
where S′ = S(n−1, λ; z1, . . . , zn−1) is the logarithm of the master function for the
weight λ. Thus by induction (6.17) holds for a < n.
Now we need to check (6.17) for a = n. This turns out to be a simple calculation.
By Theorem 6.13
zn
∂S
∂zn
=
∑
b<n
zn
zn − zb
−
|µ|−µ(1)∑
j=1
zn
zn − t
(j)
1
∼ (n− 1)− (|µ| − µ(1) − δe>1)−
δe>1
1− s1
+O(z−1n )
= µ(1) − δe1 −
δe>1
1− s1
+O(z−1n ).
Using (6.18),
zn
∂S
∂zn
∼ µ(1) − δe1 − δe>1
(
λ(1) − cT (n)
)
+O(z−1n ).
If e > 1 then µ(1) = λ(1), and if e = 1 then cT (n) = µ
(1) − 1 so the Theorem is
proved. 
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7. Critical points and Schubert intersections
In this final section we describe a relationship between critical points and Schu-
bert intersections called the coordinate map. We use this and the fact that critical
points determine the eigenvalues of the Bethe algebras to prove that the MTV and
Speyer labellings agree. The most important part of the argument is a careful
analysis of exactly when the coordinate map is continuous.
7.1. The coordinate map. This section describes the relationship between crit-
ical points for the master function and Schubert intersections. Let X ∈ Gr(r, d).
Since Gr(r, d) is paved by Schubert cells X ∈ Ω◦(µc;∞) for some unique partition µ.
By definition X is an r-dimensional vector space of polynomials in the variable u, of
degree less than d. Let li be the number of boxes below the i
th row in µ (c.f Exam-
ple 6.7). Set di = µi + r − 1. We can choose a ordered basis f1(u), f2(u), . . . , fr(u)
of monic polynomials with descending degrees di. Consider the polynomials
ya(u) = Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)), a = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1.
The polynomial ya has degree la. Denote its roots by t
(1)
a , t
(2)
a , . . . , t
(la)
a . The poly-
nomial ya(u) determines a point in P
∞. The following lemma demonstrates the
polynomials ya(u) ∈ P∞ depend only on X and not the basis chosen.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose {fi(u)} and {f ′i(u)} are two bases of X of monic polynomials
with descending degrees. Then
Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)) = αWr(f
′
a+1(u), . . . , f
′
r(u))
for some scalar α ∈ C.
Proof. We use the fact that the descending sequence d1 > d2 > . . . > dr of degrees
for any such basis is determined entirely by the partition µ. That is, deg fi(u) =
deg f ′i(u) = di. By Lemma 2.2 the Wronskian Wr(g1, . . . , gk) is determined by the
space spanned by the polynomials g1, . . . , gk, we must prove
C {fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)} = C
{
f ′a+1(u), . . . , f
′
r(u)
}
. (7.2)
Since both bases span X , f ′a(u) = α1f1(u) + α2f2(u) + . . . + αrfr(u) for some
complex numbers αi. But the degrees of the fi are strictly descending so αi = 0 for
i > a. Hence f ′a(u) ∈ C{fa(u), . . . , fr(u)}. By induction (7.2) must be true. 
The map θ : Gr(r, d)−→(P∞)r defined by
θ(X) = (ya)
r−1
a=0 = (Wr(fa+1(u), . . . , fr(u)))
r−1
a=0
for some choice of monic basis of descending degrees f1(u), f2(u), . . . , fr(u), of X
is called the coordinate map.
Remark 7.3. The coordinate map is not continuous! This is easily seen in an
example. Let r = 2 and d = 3. Consider the 1-parameter family of subspaces
X(s) = C{u2 + s, u}.
In this case θ(X(s)) =
(
s− u2, u
)
. However
X∞ = lim
s→∞
X(s) = C{1, u}.
So θ(X∞) = (1, 1), which is clearly not the same as lims→∞ θ(X(s)) = (1, u).
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Essentially the problem in Remark 7.3 is the monic basis of descending degrees
which we are using to calculate θ(X(s)) no longer has descending degrees in the
limit. Whenever we can find a continuous family of monic bases of descending
degrees the map θ will be continuous since taking the Wronskian of a tuple of
polynomials is algebraic. An important case in which we can do this is for a a
Schubert cell. If X ∈ Ω◦(µc;∞), we can find a unique basis of the form
fi(u) = u
di +
∑
j=1
di−j /∈d
aiju
di−j ,
where d = (d1, d2, . . . , dr). The aij define algebraic coordinates on Ω
◦(µc;∞).
Hence θ is algebraic when restricted to any open Schubert cell. In Section 7.2 we
will prove that the coordinate map is continuous along certain paths in Gr(r, d)
which are allowed to have limit points outside a Schubert cell.
Theorem 7.4 ([MTV12, Theorem 5.3]). The image of Ω◦(n, µc; z,∞) under the
coordinate map is contained in C(n; z)µ.
7.2. Partial continuity of the coordinate map. We will need a little more
information about when the coordinate map is continuous. Let µ be a partition
and let λ ⊆ µ be a partition with one less box, that is |λ| = |µ| − 1. Denote by e
the row of µ from which we need to remove a box to obtain λ.
Let di = µi + r − 1 and d
′
i = λi + r − 1. We denote the respective decreasing se-
quences by d = (d1, d2, . . . , dr) and d
′ = (d′1, d
′
2, . . . , d
′
r). Recall thatX ∈ Ω
◦(µc;∞)
(respectively X ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞)) if and only if there exists a basis f1, f2, . . . , fr of X
such that deg fi = di (respectively deg fi = d
′
i). In particular if f ∈ X then
deg f ∈ d (respectively deg f ∈ d′). Since we removed a single box from µ in row
e to obtain λ we have
d′i =
{
di if i 6= e
de − 1 if i = e.
FixX ∈ Ω◦(µc;∞). LetX(s) ∈ Ω◦(µc;∞) be a continuous one-parameter family
over R of subspaces. We thus have a unique basis
fi(u; s) = u
di +
∑
j=1
di−j /∈d
aij(s)u
di−j,
for X(s), for each s ∈ R. The aij :R−→C are continuous functions.
Lemma 7.5. The limit point X∞ of this family is contained in Ω
◦(λc,∞) if and
only if
lim
s→∞
|aij(s)| <∞ for i 6= e (7.6)
and
lim
s→∞
|ae1(s)| =∞, (7.7)
lim
s→∞
∣∣∣∣aej(s)ae1(s)
∣∣∣∣ <∞. (7.8)
Proof. If properties (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) hold then in the limit, the basis f1, . . . , fr
is a sequence of r polynomials which have descending degrees d′1 > d
′
2 > . . . > d
′
r.
Hence X∞ ∈ Ω
◦(λc;∞).
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In the other direction, if (7.6) fails to hold, then there exists an i 6= e and a j
such that lims→∞ |aij(s)| = ∞. There are two cases. First if i < e, then choose j
such that aij(s) has the fastest growth (for fixed i). Thus the polynomial
lim
s→∞
aij(s)
−1fi(u; s) ∈ X∞
has degree di − j. But di − j /∈ d and di − j < de − 1 thus di − j /∈ d′ and so we
must have X∞ /∈ Ω
◦(λc;∞).
Now for the second case, assume there exists an i such that i > e and such that
lims→∞ |aij(s)| =∞. For any f ∈ X∞ there exist functions αi :R−→C such that
f = lim
u→∞
α1(s)f1(u; s) + α2(s)f2(u; s) + . . .+ αr(s)fr(u; s).
If X∞ ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞) then we can choose f so that deg f = di. In order for this to
be true we first need limu→∞ αk(s) = 0 for k > i (since limu→∞ fk(u; s) exists in
this case and has degree dk > di). By assumption
deg lim
u→∞
αi(s)fi(u; s) < di
and for k < i we also have
deg lim
u→∞
αk(s)fk(u; s) < di.
Thus we have a contradiction and X∞ /∈ Ω◦(λc;∞).
Finally if conditions (7.7) and (7.8) do not hold then let j be minimal with respect
to the condition aej(s) has the largest order of growth. By assumption j > 1. Then
the degree of limu→∞ aej(s)
−1fe(u; s) is de − j /∈ d′. Hence X∞ /∈ Ω◦(λc;∞). 
Using this lemma we can prove the continuity of the coordinate map θ along
certain kinds of paths. Heuristically, the paths along which θ is continuous are
those in Gr(r, d) which remain inside a Schubert cell and if they pass into another
Schubert cell, do so only in a way in which the partition labelling the Schubert cell
is a single box smaller than the partition labelling the original Schubert cell. Let
X,X(s) and X∞ be as above.
Proposition 7.9. If X∞ ∈ Ω◦(λc;∞) then
θ(X∞) = θ
(
lim
u→∞
X(s)
)
= lim
u→∞
θ(X(s)).
Proof. Since X∞ ∈ Ω
◦(λc;∞) by Lemma 7.5 we have conditions (7.6), (7.7) and
(7.8) and thus have a monic basis of descending degrees
f∞i (u) = limu→∞
fi(u; s) = u
di +
∑
j=1
di−j /∈d
a∞ij u
di−j , for i 6= e,
f∞e (u) = lim
u→∞
ae1(s)
−1fe(u; s) = u
de−1 +
∑
j=2
di−j /∈d
b∞j u
di−j .
Here a∞ij = limu→∞ aij(s) and b
∞
j = limu→∞ aej(s)/ae1(s) which exist by (7.6) and
(7.8).
Let Xa(s) = C{fa, . . . , fr} and Xa∞(s) = C{f
∞
a , . . . , f
∞
r }. We can use these
spaces to calculate the Wronskian. That is
θ(X(s)) =
(
Wr(X1(s)), . . . ,Wr(Xr(s))
)
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and
θ(X∞) =
(
Wr(X1∞(s)), . . . ,Wr(X
r
∞(s))
)
Since lims→∞X
a(s) = Xa∞(s) and since the Wronskian is continuous
lim
u→∞
θ(X(s)) = lim
s→∞
(
Wr(X1(s)), . . . ,Wr(Xr(s))
)
=
(
Wr( lim
s→∞
X1(s)), . . . ,Wr( lim
s→∞
Xr(s))
)
=
(
Wr(X1∞(s)), . . . ,Wr(X
r
∞(s))
)
= θ(X∞). 
7.3. Identifying the Speyer and MTV labellings. We are now in a position to
prove the main theorem, that the Speyer and MTV labellings agree. In Theorem 5.8
we saw that TSp = T so it will be enough to show that TMTV = T. First we show
that Speyer’s labelling is compatible with Marcus’ and the coordinate map.
Theorem 7.10. If X ∈ Ω(z)µ and T(X) = T ∈ SYT(µ), then θ(X) = tT .
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on n. In the case n = 1, Both Ω(z)
and C(; z) consist of a single point both of which are labelled by the unique
-tableaux. Thus by Theorem 7.4 they are mapped to each other by θ.
For n > 1, as above, let X(s) ∈ Ω(n, µc; z1, . . . , zn−1, s,∞) be the unique
family of points passing though X . By Lemma 5.2, the limit X∞ = lims→∞X(s)
is contained in Ω◦(λc;∞) where λ = sh(T |n−1). We also know by Lemma 5.7 that
T(X∞) = T |n−1. By the induction hypothesis θ(X∞) = tT |n−1 . In particular, by
Proposition 7.9
lim
s→∞
θ(X(s)) = θ(X∞) = tT |n−1 .
However, by Theorem 6.13 and by the definition of Marcus’ labelling there is
a unique family of critical points with this property, namely the family passing
through tT . Hence we have that θ(XT ) = tT . 
Theorem 7.11. If X ∈ Ω(z)µ then TMTV(X) = T(X) = TSp(X).
Proof. We recall briefly from Section 3 how TMTV : Ω(z)µ−→SYT(µ) is defined. We
consider the functional χ = κ−1z (X) ∈ A(z)µ and then take a limit as zi →∞ such
that zi/zi+1 → 0. The eigenvalues limz→∞ χ(zaHa) determine the content of the
box containing a in the tableau TMTV(X).
By [MTV12, Corollary 8.7] ω ◦ θ(X) is a simultaneous eigenvector for A(z)µ
with eigenvalues given by χ = κ−1z (X) ∈ A(z)µ. Let T(X) = T ∈ SYT(µ). Then by
Theorem 7.10 θ(X) = tT and by Theorem 6.4, (5),
χ(zaHa(z)) = za
∂S
∂za
(z, tT ),
so by Theorem 6.15,
χ(zaHa(z)) = cT (a) +O(z
−1
a ).
which implies that TMTV(X) = T = T(T ). 
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